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About This Game

The first chapter in the VR Superhero platformer series I Hate Heroes! Play as a Rocket Man, a superhero trapped in the hell-
prison of the greatest supervillain the world has ever known. Use your rocket thruster hands to zoom on the ground, grab

massive air, avoid death, and collect keys to escape.

I Hate Heroes Collection

This game is not the only one of its kind! Well, for now it is, but more are on the way very soon! Each game in the I Hate Heroes
collection features new, unique locomotion, inspired by superheroes. They are designed to be completed in 1-2 hours, with

challenging obstacles that provide immense satisfaction when completed. We chose this format so that we can share with you
many locomotion experiences quickly. Each title is designed as a standalone experience, so you don’t need to play them in order.

VR Superhero Locomotion

As Rocket Man, you will be able to live out your flying fantasies in VR! In each hand you will hold a thruster capable of
propelling off the ground. Use them to avoid obstacles and complete the courses by skating along platforms, climbing up walls,

and making daring jumps.

6 Challenging Courses

Despite being trapped by the greatest villain of all time, you won’t be stuck in boring or uninspired levels for hours on end.
Instead, only six challenging levels stand between you and true freedom. Each level has a unique theme to test your superhero
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abilities. Take your best shot at collecting all the keys to escape the super prison. Revisit old levels to master the mechanics and
achieve new best times!

Technology

This game was developed for the Vive and Oculus headsets. We have not tested the game on other SteamVR supported devices
and cannot make guarantees on functionality. Motion controllers (e.g. Vive controllers or Oculus Touch) are required.

Background

The I Hate Heroes Collection is developed by VRemedy Labs, a game studio based at MIT that loves VR and making games.
Over the past two years, we have been experimenting with various locomotion methods and game formats. We are excited to

share what we have found with you through this series.
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Title: I Hate Heroes: Rocket Man
Genre: Indie
Developer:
VRemedy Labs
Publisher:
VRemedy Labs
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 764 MB available space

English
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For someone looking for a game like the Baldur\u2019s Gate titles but with more emphasis on spending time fighting monsters
and delving through dungeons, this may be just the thing. A gem of a game. A bit more straightforward than the Baldur's Gate
games, but Icewind Dale is a classic RPG in its own right. Beautiful artwork, great soundtrack and responsive combat make for
a great game. The best possible version of what still is an RPG from more than a decade ago. There's also some new content for
people who need it. Icewind Dale remains an important part of the adventuring landscape for those willing to brave its frosty
depths.. This game = Legendaryness. More to explore brings more to renowned explorers. You get to see 2 new places, visit the
inca's and the island, with all new mysteries to unravel. The campfires is fun addition as well. It reacts different with the
different characters, so also there is a lot more to explore. I have tested Beta for this, and bought it today.
Way to go Abbey!!!. A hidden gem of a game that pretty much anyone can get into, The difficulty curve is super well balanced
more than any game I have seen in a while and this game offers very well contructed puzzles. Pick this game up even if you
don't think you would be interested just because it's so good I think anyone would enjoy it.. quot;Cook, don't drive!"
-seducer man. Just get 4 friends along with a set of controllers and this game is a blast!I would'nt recommend this for single
player (its not that great).
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really disappointing :(

MISSING FUNCTIONALITY, feels like a brick, no fun

I have over 150 hrs on FSX, I own several other aircraft and other mods such as the DA40.

Mixture and Prop controls are basically broken, there's no change whatsoever until 0% on either one, so you
have two settings, full and none - really quite annoying. It's a little better when in flight at maybe 3000-5000ft
but not much, there's still a lot of room left in the motion but it's still pretty close to "all or nothing". Combine
that with an EGT that's missing a readout and it's pretty difficult to lean for cruise.

Horrible climb performance. Arrow IV takeoff distance is supposed to be about 1,600 ft but I can't takeoff even
at 3,000 with the stick full back. Arrow IV POH says Vr is at 65-75KIAS but I can barely get it off the ground at
the end of a 4000ft runway at 80KIAS despite payloads and fuel weights adding up to not much better or worse
than the 172 for example - I don't have this kind of take-off problem with other standard aircraft like the 172 or
other addons like the DA40. This thing is supposed to have 20 extra HP on the 172 and yet it feels like it's
missing about 100HP - again, I suspect the non-functionality of the mixture and prop controls is at least partly
to blame here.
Flying this thing is no fun for me at all. It feels about like flying a large rock - painful to get it to climb, painful
to get it to descend and still see where I'm going. In the real world, the Arrow\/Archer series is really just a
tweak of the Cherokee 180.

If you want to actually enjoy yourself I can't recommend this addon. If you want something at a similar price
that's actually fun, get the DA40 - it's a blast. The A2A Simulations Cherokee 180 is really pretty amazing, it's a
bit expensive but if you are up for it, save a little extra and buy that instead.

(Auto-mixture has no effect, enabled or disabled, nothing about the aircraft performance changes, which is
again why I suspect this FDM to be either brokern or incomplete.). Beatiful jigsaw puzzle game. Nice bright
colours, soothing music. Fun & relaxing.. This is a great game but the multiplayer doesnt work anymore so dont
waste your money. This was a fun little demo. I liked the creepy athmosphere and solving the puzzles.
Everything ran smoothly and worked great. Can't wait for the full game.. So a hidden object game, and if you
know the genre you probably know what to expect more or less - the story is fairly perfunctory, the few
animations of characters are bad, the hidden object scenes are decent if overused, the in game logic is as
random as nearly all such games - one minute you are psychically picking up and keeping items you have no
idea you need yet (at least in this case you could argue some slight justification in the story for this), the next
you seem to have thrown away the last 15-20 hammers you have picked up during the story so far and now need
another one, etc.

The main good points here are that the graphics are pretty decent, none of the scenes will really have you
squinting to try and determine what something is, the point and click segments mostly make sense and flow
from each other without having to backtrack too much.

The weaker points are the lack of a map and the hint system is very general (it tells you what you need to do next
accurately, but it isn't always obvious where you have to go or where to find an item it says you need) - the lack
of map isn't too bad though, as the game is fairly linear and you tend to mostly work in one area at a time, and
it does have the plus of making it slightly more immersive than in other games in the genre where you just end
up teleporting around chasing exclamation marks. The mini game puzzles are also very easy pretty much across
the board, so don't expect to really stretch your brain here.

It is perfectly playable (and currently ridiculously cheap), so if you want another HOG then this is a perfectly
acceptable option if you aren't too picky.. A surprisingly great little twinstick roguelite. It benefits a lot from not
trying to be a Forever Game like Binding of Isaac and its contemporaries and instead has a much more
digestible size and price to match. The closest comparison I can draw is Enter the Gungeon, but while that game
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quickly grew frustrating with its reliance on RNG and flawless play this is much more approachable.. Fun &
beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game
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